
Custom Designed Parquetry Dining Tables
Mark Alexander Design Artistry has a dedicated French Tables site which specialises 
in custom designed and made French Parquetry Tables. Every piece of French Tables 
furniture is a completely original grand work of art, combining superior workmanship 

and exquisite finishes with durability, to produce beautiful and functional pieces that will 
be enjoyed and appreciated for generations to come.

https://markalexanderdesign.com.au/designer-furniture/tables/french-parquetry-dining/


Solid Oak
Each table is made from the finest quality European and American Oak, often with 

Walnut inlays. Many other timbers including Australian native timbers are also available.

https://markalexanderdesign.com.au/designer-furniture/tables/french-parquetry-dining/


Entirely Australian Made
Individually designed and handcrafted French style parquetry tables that are 

manufactured in Australia to the highest quality and attention to detail.

Click here to learn more about our personal, hand-crafted process

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l3H11-1xits


French Tables delivers designs with no limitations, direct from designer and maker Mark 
Alexander. A concept sketch is developed into a detailed scale drawing to the exact 

dimensions of your table. Then your bespoke parquetry pattern is carefully mapped out 
and designed to complement your home’s unique style and environment.

Any Pattern



Any colour and stain is possible to create the perfect parquetry table. Your chosen colour 
and finish is then precisely applied by hand using French polishing techniques, which 

slowly builds to deliver a gorgeous depth and lustre. The table is completed in an Italian 
wax to achieve a liveable everyday finish.

Any Colour

https://markalexanderdesign.com.au/product/solid-oak-parquetry-dining-table-4/
https://markalexanderdesign.com.au/product/oak-parquetry-dining-table/


As our tables are fully custom made and designed, any base style can be achieved. 
Contemporary, classic or modern styles can all be perfectly crafted for you, along with 

the option for single or double pedestal bases.

Any Base Design

https://markalexanderdesign.com.au/product/double-turned-pedestal-oak-parquetry-table/


Hand-crafted and custom made bespoke dining chairs which feature quality details and 
in-built lumbar support. Choose from the finest quality European or Australian fabric 

collections combined with an Oak chair leg in a colour to match your dining table.

Quality Australian Made Chairs

https://markalexanderdesign.com.au/designer-furniture/chairs/dining-chairs/


Beautiful custom sideboards, made using the finest quality timbers including European 
and American Oak. These sideboards can be designed and made to match any table or 

living room design, or be a truly unique piece in itself.

Co-ordinating Sideboards & Coffee Tables

https://markalexanderdesign.com.au/designer-furniture/sideboards-cabinets/


Deluxe coffee tables, which are custom-made and handcrafted for our clients. 
Combining enduring style with strength and durability, individually designed and 
handcrafted in Australia, made to co-ordinate with our dining tables if needed.

Full interior design services available, with co-ordinating room items that are custom 
designed to suit your every requirement. Working personally with you from sketch 

through to completion to ensure quality results every time.

Click through to our specialized site French Tables to discover more 
on our hand made tables, sideboards, coffee tables and dining chairs.

https://markalexanderdesign.com.au/designer-furniture/tables/coffee-tables/
https://www.frenchtables.com.au

